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VILLA GAIA 
 

How does it feel like to be staying at a villa in Santorini that offers 270 angle views to the caldera and is in the heart of all 
the island action in Oia? Authentic elegance with a breathtaking location for this 2-floor cliffhanging villa!   
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Villa Gaia in Oia is a perfect property for a honeymoon or a 

couple who want to have the unique privilege to absorb a 

270° angle view of the Aegean horizon. Gaze at the infinite 

bright blue from every corner! Enjoy the views of the 

caldera, the volcano, the islands of Thirasia and Ios and 

above all, the magical world famous sunset of Oia. 

The majestic white walls of the house are set against an 

endless expanse of marine blue and black volcanic 

colours. The interiors offer an irresistible elegant style that 

combines authentic island luxury with delightful spaces. 

Located in the heart of the village, you can chose to stay 

close to all the action of the nearby restaurants, bars and 

clubs or you can chose to unplug completely and enjoy the 

majestic views. 

LAYOUT 

The 180 m2 house consists of 2 floors. On the top floor, 

the master bedroom, with en- suite bathroom, king size 

bed, air condition, minibar, safe, fan, TV and a private 

balcony, with a captivating view of the volcanic cliffs. 

The second bedroom has twin beds that can be turned into 

a king size bed, en suite bathroom, air condition, safe, fan 

and TV. 

A fully equipped, state of the art kitchen and a restroom 

are also located on the ground floor.  

While relaxing in the outdoor spaces of this villa, you can 

absorb the unsurpassed beauty of Santorini, or you can 

enjoy a Vinsanto in the sophisticated living room facing the 

beautiful caldera.   

 

 

 

FEATURES SERVICES 

1 master bedroom  Chef upon request 

1 double bedroom Daily cleaning  

Panoramic views 

WiFi / satellite TV  
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In the village of Oia close to all restaurants, bars |  Fira town 10 km drive  |  Santorini airport 8 km drive  
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